a. photodigita.l store with a. ca.pa.city of a.bout ;.;•x 10 11 bits. This s~ore, which is a. "rea.d o~" memory, 'Will be coruiected online to the CDC-6Goo computer a.nd will serve a.s a. repository for many types Clf information. The data. in the st?re ca.n be accessed directlY by programs running in the central computer or by "priority" requests initiated a.t online consoles. A proposed system for the data. ma.nipu.la.tion a.nd retrieval required to handle the a.na.lysis of over one million bubble · 
The store will. be connected online to a C:OC-6600 c_omputer
• . · . such that the data . . in the mass store can be accessed directly by production In the mass store the digital information is written as black and white spots on :photographic emulsion. Consequently, the memory is permanent once it is .written, and outdated information must be :physically :purged from the system. The data are arranged in :physical units of 1.6 x 10 8 bits (equivalent to more than one full 800 BPI magnetic tape) • . A :physical unit may be accessed randomly within about three seconds.
The data within a :physical unit are subdivided into fixed·length blocks with about 1.5 x 10 5 bits per block. Each block may be accessed randomly or many blocks can be read serially.
BUBBLE CHAMBER DA.TA
The bubble ·chamber data will be divided into three types of files These files are accumulative, with a daily addition of ~00 to ~000
. event measurements to each file depending on the:::measurement rate for each experiment. A main file will be referenced frequently during a ·:period of two to three years fran its inception. After this time the file can :probably be retired from the online ~ystem to shelf storage.
However, during the next f~ve years, :i.t maybe nepessary to reload the
data into tha online system for ~tber ~recessing.
• ....,.: 
,' ··:
., '1, to initiate and control jobs of types 3,' 4, _5, and 6. In this case, the output might be obtained online at the console.
SIMULA.TION STUDIES ON THE MASS STORE
Based on times supplied by the manufacturers, the mass store and its usage were simulated using the IBM program GPSS II. This simula-·. tion inv~stigated the response times for random and serial requests to the mass store, occurring both separately and concurrently.
The simulation models were run under varying request patterns assumed to represent the Laboratory's usage of the mass store. The requests fall into two categories:
1. Batched, serial requests representing access to large data files, primarily required by the ;bubble and spark chamber users;
2. Random priority requests for files of less than 5 x 10 6 bits.
It was assumed that the major use of the mass store 'Will be bubble chamber data analysis involving very large files of data. When this data is written into the mass store it 'W'ill be possible to gr~up large batches of "similar" records so that they appear in contiguous locations in a main physics file. Requests for reading this type of file are · characterized by batch length, record length, and selection factor (the percent of' the records to be read from a given ba:tch). . A prerun will · be made through the appropriate master list ·file to obtain the addresses · of required events. These addresses are then ordered so that retrieval.
· . of the data from the mass store will be in a sequential or serial manner.
The priority requests are characterized by the size of the request I and by their frequency of arrival. A further ass'Ulll:ption was made that
. ~ I.
-6-priority requests, whether initiated by a. ma.in CPU program or from:: an online consol~must be serviced a.s soon a.s possible and are, therefore, superimposed on the serial requests.
The results of the simulation showed that a. random request can be serviced in about three seconds if no serial request is being read when ' the random request is initiated. This time increases to between five and six seconds when a. serial request is in progress. graduate students to analyze 10 6 events per year, (usi~ the mass store and a. fast multiprogra.mmed computer (Table I) ). This shows a usage of the main CPU of three hours and forty minutes spread over a five-hour period.
.
CONCLUSIONS
The mass store ~nll be a very valuable tool for processi'rlg large numbers of bubble chamber events. The manufacturers assure us that the photographic and error·correction-detection processes should make the device much more reliable than magnetic tape. Considering our past troubles With reading and. 'Writing d.a.ta. on magnetic ta.:pe, the mass store may be the only way of successfully analyzing large numbers of events.
In addition the.ma.ss store provides a very large online read-only memory which should prove very useful for many other types of data analysis.
Unfortunately, the hardware will not be available for about two years. ::l
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